SOC Services
_________________________________________________________________

Real-time 24x7 monitoring, advanced analysis, and
better visibility through customized reports and
dashboards to proactively prevent, detect, and
address security threats.
Services
§

Log management and monitoring: MSP1 offers log collection and roundthe-clock vigilant event log monitoring, to help early detection and meet
regulatory compliance and forensics requirements.

§

Incident response services: An onsite or remote incident responder will

Malware analysis and forensics: During critical investigations, you can
analysis for unknown or zero-day malware.
Service management and reporting: You can use our portal to report
incidents and raise service requests, and our SOC analysts will work with
you to ensure quick issue resolution. You can track ticket status, severity
and work logs, including recommendations and actions already taken by
the SOC team. You can also view specialized reports (generated daily,
weekly, or monthly) on the top infected systems, failed login attempts, top
alert sources, top attackers, and so on.
Extensive vulnerability management: MSP1 offers a cyclic approach
(monitor–assess–prioritize–prevent–fix) for thorough vulnerability
management. Integration with vulnerability assessment scanner feeds
helps generate timely alerts. Vulnerability management services help
detect configuration compliance deviations from baseline security
standards.
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Threat detection: Our services include advanced security analytics with
intelligence services.

§

With cyber security

Threat intelligence services: Our team aggregates and correlates
thousands of security events using a multi-tenanted security information
and event management (SIEM) environment and threat feeds. You can
access threat advisory reports to gain a quick overview of critical and high
vulnerabilities and recent malware attacks.
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Benefits
§

An integrated security framework: With consolidated security options for
vulnerability management, threat feed, forensic analysis, malware analysis,
and so on, you can make better security decisions with intelligence-driven
analytics.

§
§

Compliance: We provide compliance and audit reports for SOX, PCI,
HIPAA and other regulatory requirements.
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Effective monitoring and visibility: We enable quick and easy access to
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real-time reports, giving you a comprehensive, in-depth view of your
§

organization's security issues and vulnerabilities.

www.MSP1services.com

Cost efficiency: By leveraging and optimizing your investments in tools

info@msp1services.com

and technology, or our hosted platform, we can address security
requirements in a cost-optimal manner.
§

Service quality and responsive delivery: Our commitment to quality
standards, customer centric service delivery, and SLA-governed
deliverables ensure complete transparency and quality.

§

Contact Sales

Flexible options: You can choose a service plan that matches your
enterprise's requirements. We support legacy and home-grown
applications as well.

MSP1 helps businesses fight
cybercrime, protect data and
reduce security risk. We are a
leading provider of cybersecurity
solutions and services. Through
our global SOC and delivery
center we monitor detect, contain
and remediate IT threats.
With integrated technologies and
our team of security experts we

Our Advantage
§

Domain expertise: Get access to a team of security professionals with
extensive experience in cybersecurity. Our performance is driven by
metrics and service level agreements (SLAs) to ensure tangible outcomes.

§

Delivery model: Based on ITIL, we deliver consistent round-the-clock
support at lower cost.

§

Research-backed solutions: With defined area of expertise and Centre of
Excellence (CoEs) each focused on one specific security area, MSP1
experts constantly research emerging threats and vulnerabilities to help
secure your assets.

enable businesses to transform
the way they manage their
information security and
compliance programs. Our
services are customized, tailored
and white labeled that fit your
budget.

